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1. Introduction

The essential role played by noncovalent interactions in controlling three-dimensional molecular recognition in virtually all chemical reactions and biological processes, as well as in supramolecular chemistry, host-guest complexation and crystal engineering is now firmly established.\(^1,2\) To a certain degree, life itself can now be spoken of as a manifestation of multiple noncovalent interactions, acting in a combined or cooperative fashion.\(^3\) Whilst strong noncovalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, have been scrutinised extensively,\(^1,2\) it has become increasingly clear over the last three decades that noncovalent interactions of aromatic rings and double bonds are also indispensable.\(^4-9\) Approaches based upon structural database mining,\(^11\) and early experimental gas phase studies\(^12\) have all corroborated the involvement of $\pi$ systems in noncovalent interactions. Thus, detailed studies of a diverse range of noncovalent $\pi$-interactions have been undertaken, which involved such pairs as Aryl···Aryl,\(^6\) Cation···$\pi$,\(^7\) Anion···$\pi$,\(^8\) and CH···$\pi$,\(^9\) as well as the investigation of the critical role played in all chemical and biochemical reactions by solvation.\(^10\) All of these phenomena are now regarded as a *sine qua non* for the ultimate objective of rational design.

In view of their ubiquitous significance, an experimental quantitative assessment of the strength of a noncovalent interaction is most desirable. The latter has proven to be rather difficult for the noncovalent interactions of $\pi$ systems since they are relatively weak. Thus, various small molecules have been designed for the evaluation of their strength.

Since many complex biological systems involve multiple noncovalent interactions, it is, therefore, essential to isolate a particular noncovalent interaction of interest. This is most readily achieved through the synthesis of a molecule with limited degrees of conformational freedom whose geometry is such that the desired noncovalent interaction to be observed and measured is now intramolecular. In the ideal world, in order to limit possible competing contributions from steric effects, solvation, and other secondary interactions, such a molecule
must be carefully designed and should also possess a high degree of symmetry. Compared to other techniques, NMR spectroscopy has proven to be the most useful tool for extraction of free energy differences by measurement of the relative populations of the two equilibrating conformers, and hence this class of molecules can function as molecular balances. Following on from the pioneering studies by Ōki and coworkers in 1974 using the triptycene framework, the introduction of the designed “molecular torsion balance” by Wilcox provides a typical illustration of how such weak interactions can be quantified and further reports using this balance confirm the power of this modus operandi (vide infra).

The use of a wide variety of molecular balances to quantify noncovalent interactions has been analysed and summarised in a very insightful review by Cockroft. In a recent article, Strauss and Wegner have considered geometrically well-defined molecular model systems for systematic examination and quantification of London dispersion interactions. An interactive application of complimentary experimental and computational techniques to studies of Aryl···Aryl π-stackings was also reviewed by Shimizu et al. in 2017.

In the following report we wish to present some examples of recent progress in this field using more established frameworks, but also to emphasise the fact that whilst the vast majority of balances studied to date have relied on slow rotation around a single sigma bond, alternative designs are also possible. Herein, we consider relatively simple synthetic molecular balances which are used to study intramolecular noncovalent interactions, while those relying on intermolecular interactions (e.g. see reports by Sherburn et al., Shimizu et al. and Schreiner et al.) are beyond the scope of this review. As indicated in the title, we mainly focus on noncovalent interactions of π systems in this article, such as those of aromatic and heteroaromatic rings and double bonds. Analysis of current theoretical and computational studies are not included in this review unless relevant to the discussion of the particular molecular balance considered. The latter area has already produced a vast pool of publications from several leading research groups, who are well-placed to review the rapidly expanding field of computational studies of noncovalent interactions.

2. **Aryl ester balances of Wilcox**

In their 1994 paper, Wilcox et al. suggested to use conformational variations as a sensitive probe of weak interactions. They showed that a molecule exchanging between two conformers,
would permit to experimentally evaluate Aryl···Aryl interaction energies, provided only one of the conformers exhibits an Aryl···Aryl interaction of interest. As stated then,[14a] such a molecule “would act as a simple torsion balance” and “deviations from the 1:1 ratio of states would reveal intramolecular forces”.

**Figure 1.** A two-site conformational exchange for the Wilcox aryl ester balance 1 (Y=H). The rotation about the Aryl–Aryl bond (indicated with curved arrows) is slow in the NMR timescale at 298 K, hence two distinct sets of peaks are observed in $^1$H NMR spectra.

Various esters were considered. It was assumed that ring b adopts a tilted-T orientation relative to ring c in the folded conformer (Figure 1, left side), whilst in the unfolded conformer (Figure 1, right side), the spatial proximity of these two rings is lost. Crystal structures showed rings b and c in an approximately tilted-T orientation. From NMR measurements of phenyl ester 1 (with Y=H) at 298 K, the folded state is preferred with a ratio of 3:2 or $\Delta G_{\text{fold}}^{\circ} = -1.00$ kJ mol$^{-1}$. The observed ratio of conformational states was unchanged in CDCl$_3$, CD$_3$NO$_2$, DMSO-$d_6$, C$_6$D$_6$ and CCl$_4$. Electron-withdrawing substituents p-cyano and p-nitro (in position Y) showed $\Delta G_{\text{fold}}^{\circ} = -2.72$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ in CDCl$_3$. In a further report, Wilcox et al. considered various substitution patterns in rings b and c, as well as a full replacement of ring b with an aliphatic group for the investigation of CH···$\pi$ interactions.[14b] The Wilcox balance was also used by Diederich et al.[15a] to study a weak attraction between a trifluoromethyl group and the face of an amide group (Figure 2). Subsequently, Cockroft and Hunter[15b,15c] used the Wilcox balance for the quantification of pairwise interactions in solution. In similar fashion, Alkyl···Alkyl interactions and Alkyl···Perfluoroalkyl interactions have been studied by the Cockroft group[10a] through strategic incorporation of these units. One of the major findings by Cockroft et al.[10a] was that “theoretical models that implicate important roles for dispersion forces in molecular recognition events should be interpreted with caution in solvent-accessible systems”. In particular, it was shown that on going from gas phase to solution state the folding free energy
of the Wilcox balance significantly decreases.\[10a\] The latter was further confirmed by Heßelmann and Ferraro using various computational techniques.\[10c\]

Figure 2. The Wilcox balance 2 used by Diederich et al.\[15a\] to study a weak F···Amide attraction.

Further useful modifications of the framework of the Wilcox balance have been reported by Bhayana and coworkers,\[15d,e\] where an additional methylene group is added to the N-CH$_2$N bridgehead\[15d\] or the phenyl ester is replaced by a naphthyl alkyl ether.\[15e\] In a recent report, they used a balance, in which the phenyl ester is replaced with a nitroalkene substituted naphthalene ring.\[15f\] This modification allowed them to study intramolecular Aryl···NO$_2$ interactions, the strength of which is estimated to be less than 4.18 kJ mol$^{-1}$ in different solvents.\[15f\]

Although the Wilcox balances have been widely used, their use is based on the assumption that the approximately tilted-T arrangement of rings b and c observed in the crystalline phase is also retained in various solutions considered in NMR measurements. However, the preference of the approximately tilted-T arrangement of two rings in the crystalline phase may be the consequence of the crystal packing effects (i.e. driven by intermolecular interactions between two or more molecules placed in close proximity of each other) rather than the conformational preference of the molecular geometry itself. In fact, the aromatic ring b with no $o,o'$-disubstitution is free to rotate about the C‒O bond and may potentially adopt many different conformations.

Using various examples, it has been shown previously that the preferred molecular geometry of an isolated molecule is often modified in the solid state by intermolecular interactions
originating from dense molecular packing. Thus, structures determined by diffraction techniques in the solid state may differ significantly from those determined by NMR in solution. It was found that compared to the solid-state molecular structures, the predicted geometries for isolated single molecules in solution or gas phases by computational techniques often agree better with the measured NMR parameters in solution. Our relaxed grid searches using molecular mechanics calculations of the Wilcox balance 1 (Figure 1), followed by geometry optimisations of the selected lowest energy conformers at the density functional theory (DFT) level showed that the single molecule does not adopt a tilted-T orientation of rings b and c (Figure 3). These calculations revealed that the Wilcox balance could potentially show other noncovalent interactions not discussed previously. From the geometries shown in Figure 3, the closest H\textsubscript{arom}···C\textsubscript{arom} distance between aromatic hydrogen and carbon atoms is 3.48 Å for rings b and c. While the H\textsubscript{arom}···C\textsubscript{arom} interaction for rings b and c was the main focus of the previous studies, the closest H\textsubscript{arom}···C\textsubscript{arom} distance is 2.96 Å for rings b and d. The contribution from the interaction between the methyl protons and aromatic ring b with the closest H\textsubscript{aliph}···C\textsubscript{arom} distance of 3.04 Å is also expected to be significant in the folded conformer (Figure 3). Most importantly, aliphatic protons of the NCH\textsubscript{2} groups are in close proximity of the ring b in the unfolded conformer with the closest H\textsubscript{aliph}···C\textsubscript{arom} distances of 3.03 and 3.14 Å. Thus, the Wilcox balance essentially compares the strengths of the multiple Aryl···Aryl and Alkyl···Aryl interactions in the folded conformer with those of the Alkyl···Aryl interactions in the unfolded conformer. In light of these considerations, it would be necessary to additionally investigate the preferred geometry of the Wilcox balance in the gas and solution states using advanced computational and experimental techniques. One of our reviewers has suggested that the very highly polar bonds in balances such as those based on the Wilcox framework can display addition polar effects which are not accounted for, especially in solution. Alternatively, simpler balances could be chosen which are restricted to two possible conformers only in order to exclude ambiguities associated with the variety of possible conformations in open chain systems with ordinary bonds.
Figure 3. Optimised geometries of the Wilcox balance 1 in the folded (left) and unfolded (right) conformations using DFT M062X/def2-TZVP\textsuperscript{[19c,d]} calculations. The closest distances between hydrogen atoms and aromatic carbon atoms are also shown. Chloroform solvent effects were introduced via self-consistent reaction field theory calculations using the IEFPCM method.\textsuperscript{[19e]} Frequency calculations confirmed that the optimized geometries correspond to true minima. The predicted relative stability of the unfolded conformer relative to that of the folded conformer is 3.47 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1}, corresponding to the predicted populations of 80% and 20% for folded and unfolded conformers in the chloroform solution.

3. Biaryl balances of Cozzi and Siegel

Using doubly-substituted 1,8-diarylnaphthalenes (Figure 4a), Cozzi and Siegel have studied the role of Polar···π and charge transfer forces in stabilising a stacked orientation of two phenyl groups.\textsuperscript{[6a,20]}
Figure 4. Aromatic molecular balances used by Cozzi and Siegel\textsuperscript{[6a,20]}: a) doubly substituted 1,8-diarylnaphthalenes\textsuperscript{[20a,b]} 3-5 and b) conformationally restricted polycyclic compounds 6 and 7.\textsuperscript{[20c]} Atoms H, C and O are shown in white, grey and red, respectively. Positions of varied substituents X and Y are shown in purple and blue, respectively. Typical X and Y substituents considered were H, Me, F, OMe, COOMe and NO\textsubscript{2}. Optimised geometries (X=Y=H) using the MMX force field\textsuperscript{[19a,b]} for a single molecule in vacuo are shown.

Experimentally, the variations in the barrier of epimerisation were measured using NMR. Based on the obtained results, it was predicted that “the face-to-face complexation of a neutral aromatic guest with a neutral aromatic host should show increased stability when both partners are electron-poor”. The results established the supremacy of Polar···π forces over charge transfer interactions in stabilising the stacked arrangement of two phenyl rings.\textsuperscript{[20a]}
1,8-Disubstituted naphthalene models were also used by Zoltewicz et al.\textsuperscript{[21]} to measure the ratio of \textit{anti} and \textit{syn} atropisomers by NMR and monitor the dependence of this ratio on Cation\textperiodcentered\textperiodcentered Arene and CH\textperiodcentered\textperiodcentered Arene interactions. The results supported the conclusion that the electrostatic repulsion is likely to favour the \textit{anti} atropisomer in the majority of cases considered.

Two sets of polycyclic molecular balances (Figure 4b) were also used by Cozzi and Siegel to study noncovalent interactions in parallel-displaced geometries of aromatic rings.\textsuperscript{[20c]} By varying substituent X and measuring the free energy of activation ($\Delta G^\ddagger$) for the rotation around the Aryl\textendash Aryl bond in the \textit{para} position relative to X, they found that the $\Delta G^\ddagger$ values decrease on going from electron-withdrawing to electron-donating substituents. The authors concluded that the Arene\textperiodcentered\textperiodcentered Arene interactions in parallel-displaced geometries of aromatic rings are governed by electrostatic forces,\textsuperscript{[20c]} as in the case of the stacked sandwich (parallel-stacked) and T-shaped (edge-to-face) geometries.

4. \textit{N-}Arylimide balances

It is surprising to learn that the very first examples of NMR measurements of the restricted N-aryl bond rotation in \textit{N-}ortho-aryl substituted succinamides (Figure 5)\textsuperscript{[22]} date back over 40 years to a seminal paper by Verma and Singh.\textsuperscript{[23]} Due to the restrictions imposed by the rigid molecular frame and the proximity of the two carbonyl groups, the N-aryl group is approximately perpendicular to the aromatic ring of the 9,10-dihydroanthracene base, adopting an edge-to-face alignment. Thus, the R substituent of the N-aryl fragment (R = Me in Figure 5) is placed either near (Figure 5, left side) or away (Figure 5, right side) from the aromatic ring of the 9,10-dihydroanthracene base. It is likely that the R-endo (or folded) conformer is destabilised by steric and electronic repulsions, and hence the strength of any favourable interaction of an R substituent with the $\pi$-system must be weighed against these repulsions. In spite of this inherent design limitation, it is possible to attenuate the electronic character of the N-aryl group through incorporation of an X group, and, as exemplified in a beautiful study by Cozzi and coworkers\textsuperscript{[22]} to probe the CH\textperiodcentered\textperiodcentered$\pi$ interaction of a methyl substituent R. We note that although this molecular balance is structurally similar to that by Wilcox \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{[14]} the principal advantage of the balance based on the N-arylamide unit is that it allows monitoring of the two distinct folded and unfolded conformations about an imide bond by direct integration of $^1$H NMR spectra.
Figure 5. Structures of the R-endo and R-exo conformers of succinamides 8 (X = H) and 9 (X = NO₂). The example where R = Me is shown. For 8 and 9, the endo : exo ratio of conformers were 46:54 and 70:30, respectively. Optimised geometries (X=H) using the MMX force field[19a,b] for a single molecule in vacuo are shown.

Balances similar to that shown in Figure 5 were also extensively explored by Emenike et al.[24] to study CH⋯π interactions, including cationic N⁺CH₃⋯π contacts.

Within the last decade, the N-aryl succinimide motif has effectively been claimed by the Shimizu group and the basic framework has been cleverly modified and extended to encompass an array of planar polycyclic aromatic units.[25a-j] Thus, in 2008, as illustrated in Figure 6, they considered molecular balances in which face-to-face Aryl⋯Aryl alignments are likely to be observed.[25e] They first used this molecular balance to measure face-to-face Aryl⋯Aryl interactions (Figure 6). The reported values of the free energy difference (ΔG°, at 298 K in CDCl₃) for the Aryl⋯Aryl interaction were -4.23 kJ mol⁻¹ in 10 and -3.51 kJ mol⁻¹ in 11, which were in agreement with those reported by Cozzi et al.[6a] and Wilcox et al.[14b] The solvent dependence studies revealed that more polar solvents lead to greater degrees of folding in 10 and 11.
Figure 6. Conformer geometries of the Shimizu molecular balances 10 and 11. Optimised geometries using the MMX force field\cite{19a,b} for a single molecule in vacuo are shown.

Shimizu et al. also studied CH⋯π interactions in Alkyl⋯Aryl pairs (Figure 7)\cite{25c} the stabilising effect of which was estimated to be -3.97 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for the OCH\(_3\)⋯Phenanthrene pair (Figure 7) and -4.35 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for the OC\(_2\)H\(_5\)⋯Phenanthrene pair at 298 K in CDCl\(_3\). For the alkoxy groups of varying lengths and widths [OCH\(_3\), OC\(_2\)H\(_5\), OCH(CH\(_3\))\(_2\), O(CH\(_2\))\(_3\)CH\(_3\) and OC\(_6\)H\(_{11}\)], it was found that bulky alkoxy groups appear to decrease the strength of the attractive CH⋯π forces\cite{25c} Contrary to previously obtained results, Shimizu et al. concluded that in their case the Lone Pair (LP)⋯π interaction was repulsive in nature. Further X-ray and NMR studies of CH\(_3\)⋯π interactions using many different N-(o-tolyl)succinimides revealed that the preferred conformational state in solution was also retained in the solid state\cite{25d} The dependence of the strength of a face-to-face Aryl⋯Aryl alignment on the alkyl substituent [CH\(_3\), C\(_2\)H\(_5\), CH(CH\(_3\))\(_2\), and C(CH\(_3\))\(_3\)], as well as its position in a phenyl ring (meta and para),
was also evaluated.\textsuperscript{[25b]} In another paper, Shimizu \textit{et al.} studied models with deuterated and protonated alkyl groups to compare CH\cdots\pi and CD\cdots\pi pairs, though no significant differences were observed.\textsuperscript{[25b]}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{shimizu_balance}
\caption{An example of the Shimizu balance used to study Akyl\cdotsAryl interactions.\textsuperscript{[25c]} The optimised geometry using the MMX force field\textsuperscript{[19a,b]} for a single molecule in vacuo is shown.}
\label{fig:shimizu_balance}
\end{figure}

Subsequently, molecular balances developed by Shimizu \textit{et al.} were also employed to study parallel alignments of Pyridine\cdotsBenzene ring pairs (Figure 8).\textsuperscript{[25a]} It was found that pyridine fragments with positively charged N atoms showed stronger attractions to aromatic rings than neutral pyridines. In addition, the position of the N atom in the six-membered ring was also found to be crucial.\textsuperscript{[25a]}

Recently, Shimizu \textit{et al.} reported the results of their studies of Fluorine\cdotsAromatic (F\cdots\pi) interactions using N-arylimide molecular balances.\textsuperscript{[25f]} In line with other studies, F\cdots\pi interactions were stronger in the case of electron-deficient aromatic rings. It was found that the F\cdots\pi attraction is mostly electrostatic in nature. Furthermore, they have also undertaken quantitative studies of Ag\cdots\pi interactions, showing that their stabilising energy falls between 5.61 and 11.00 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{[25g]}
Figure 8. Examples of the Shimizu balances used to study parallel alignments of Pyridine···Benzene ring pairs. Folded conformers of 13 and 14 are shown. In cationic N-heterocycles, the nitrogen atom in 6-membered aromatic rings was replaced by N\(^+\)H or N\(^+\)Me. Optimised geometries using the MMX force field\(^{[19a,b]}\) for a single molecule in vacuo are shown.

In a further variant, Shimizu has developed a bis N-arylimide atropisomeric molecular balance\(^{[25i]}\) based around the powerful electron withdrawing naphthalene diimide unit pioneered by Matile\(^{[8k,l]}\) and used it for quantitative NMR studies of Aryl···Aryl interactions in stacked sandwich arrangements (Figure 9). Larger aryl fragments showed much stronger Aryl···Aryl interactions compared to smaller aryls.

Figure 9. An example of an atropisomeric molecular balance of Shimizu et al.\(^{[25i]}\) for studies of Aryl···Aryl interactions in stacked sandwich arrangements (R = tert-amyl). The diphenyl group was substituted with aromatic fragments of varying size.
Most recently, following on from our detailed comparison of “oxygen versus sulphur” over a wide range of $\pi$ systems, the Shimizu group have reproduced the isolated measurement previously made by Cozzi and published their own detailed study of the interactions of 18 pairs of ethers and thioethers with an extended series of polycyclic aromatics. Even although the authors were aware that the ether or thioether group is placed at shorter than the optimum distance above the aromatic surface and that this inherent steric bias favours the smaller oxygen atom, the significant observation was made that, in almost one third of the cases studied, the larger sulfur atom is favoured over the oxygen atom in the folded conformation. These observations were also supported by a detailed computational study. Thus far, neither the groups of Cozzi nor of Shimizu have reported the syntheses of N-aryl imides in which the two flanking ortho positions contain both an ether and a thioether group. Overall, however, these observations are in agreement with those reported by Motherwell et al. and confirm the ability of the sulfur atom to engage in stabilizing dispersion interactions with $\pi$ systems.

5. Triptycene balances of Ōki and Gung

Initially, Ōki et al. introduced triptycene-based molecular systems in studies of weak molecular interactions. Gung et al. used triptycene balances to estimate the stabilisation energy of Aryl···Aryl interactions in the parallel-displaced alignment. In these balances, the dynamic exchange between the anti rotamer and the two syn rotamers in the triptycene balance is monitored (Figure 10), as the rotation about the C9–CH$_2$Ph bond is relatively slow in the NMR timescale at low temperatures (typically, at -40 °C). Theoretically, a syn/anti population ratio would be 2:1 if the aryl substituents at C1 and C9 do not interact with each other, while an Aryl···Aryl attraction is expected to further increase the population of the syn rotamers. Four sets of triptycenes were studied in which $X =$ H, CH$_3$, F, CF$_3$ and $Y =$ NO$_2$, CN, F, Br, H, CH$_3$, OCH$_3$ (Figure 10). The $\Delta G^0$ values varied between +0.84 and -4.10 kJ mol$^{-1}$ in CDCl$_3$ at 298 K. For electron-donating groups, the Aryl···Aryl interactions were either insignificant or marginally repulsive, whilst in the case of electron-withdrawing groups they were attractive.
Figure 10. Illustration of the conformational equilibrium between syn and anti rotamers of triptycene derivative 16a.[29a] Triptycenes 16b with R = CH₃, COH, COCH₃, COC₂H₅, COCH(CH₃)₂, COCF₃ and X = H, F, CN, CH₃, CF₃ were also studied.[29b]

Triptycenes 16b (Figure 10) with R = CH₃, COH, COCH₃, COC₂H₅, COCH(CH₃)₂, COCF₃ and X = H, F, CN, CH₃, CF₃ were also used to determine the strength of LP···Aryl forces in the off-centre arrangement.[29b] For R = Me / X = CF₃, a relatively strong attractive interaction was observed (-1.97 kJ mol⁻¹), while for R = COCF₃ / X = H the interaction was repulsive (+0.33 kJ mol⁻¹).

In a subsequent report, Gung et al. employed triptycene balances to study the dependence of attractive parallel-displaced Aryl···Aryl forces on the nature of the functional group attached to the aromatic ring.[29c] They reported charge-transfer bands for systems with strong donors and acceptors. The ΔG⁰ values for Aryl···Aryl interactions in the presence of strong electron donating and withdrawing substituents did not show a linear dependence in the Hammett plot.

6. Aromatic balances of Jennings

In a quest for molecules with the edge-to-face arrangement of aromatic rings, Jennings et al.[30a] considered four biaryls with a phenethyl side chain, which exchange slowly in the NMR timescale between two atropisomers (Figure 11a). Based on the ¹H NMR chemical shifts measured, it was found that the preferred atropisomer is likely to be stabilised by an edge-to-face CH···π interaction of the terminal phenyl ring of the side chain with the nearest proton of the naphthyl (or tolyl) fragment. The stabilisation energy of the edge-to-face attraction was
estimated to be ~6.7 kJ mol⁻¹. As shown by X-ray and low-temperature NMR measurements, similar noncovalent interactions were also present in imines and nitrones (Figure 11b).\[30b\]

In a similar fashion, Jennings et al. demonstrated that hindered rotational dynamics in imines lead to a large ¹H NMR chemical shift difference for the ortho protons,\[30c\] which facilitated studies of the face tilted-T CH···π interaction between rings A and B (Figure 11c). Using an ortho fluoro substitution, they estimated that, enthalpically, a CF···π interaction is weaker than the CH···π interaction by at least 4.2 kJ mol⁻¹.

![Figure 11](image_url)

**Figure 11.** (a) Biaryls with a phenethyl side chain;\[30a\] (b) imines and nitrones;\[30b\] (c) imines\[30c\] with the face tilted-T CH···π interactions between rings A and B. The substituents considered for 27 were X = H, F, OMe, Cl, OMe, Y = H, OH, NO₂ and Z = Ph, COOMe.

Most recently, Jennings et al. extended their solid-state and solution studies to heteroaromatic pyridine, furan and thiophene derivatives, showing that these can also form tilted T-shaped geometries with nearby phenyl rings.\[30d\]

7. **Cockcroft balances**

In order to study the dependence of noncovalent interactions on solvent and substituent effects, Cockroft and coworkers designed a series of synthetic derivatives of N,N-diphenylformamide and N-pyridyl,N-phenylformamide (Figure 12).\[31a,b\] A large number of experimentally derived ΔG° values were examined using a simple solvation model, which enabled to distinguish the role of intra- and intermolecular interactions. Remarkably, the application of this new approach
allowed Cockroft et al. to detect an unusual C=O····NO₂ interaction, with the estimated stabilisation energy of up to 3.6 kJ mol⁻¹.\(^{[31b]}\)

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 12.** Formamide balances of Cockroft et al.\(^{[31]}\) The \(ΔG^0\) values were determined directly from the \(^{19}\)F NMR spectra via integration of peaks corresponding to each conformer.

8. Proline-based balances of Raines

Proline is one of the most studied natural amino acids due to its unusual cyclic structure. Raines *et al.* initially focused on the preference of the peptide bond of the proline residue to adopt the trans conformation in polypeptides and showed that an \(n → π^*\) interaction between the peptide oxygen and the following carbonyl carbon (Figure 13a) leads to substantially stabilised structures in proteins, including collagen.\(^{[32a]}\) This interaction is assumed to be stabilised via an electron density donation from one of peptide oxygen LPs into the antibonding orbital of the carbonyl carbon. In a more general form, this noncovalent interaction could be denoted as a C=O····C=O pair.

In their subsequent report, Raines *et al.* showed that the *trans/cis* ratio in N-formylproline 30 depends on the electron-withdrawing capability of the remote substituent X in the phenylester fragment (Figure 13b).\(^{[32b]}\) As before,\(^{[32a]}\) this dependence was attributed to an \(n → π^*\) donation from the amide oxygen to the ester carbonyl carbon.\(^{[32b]}\)
A proline-based balance was further explored by Raines et al. (Figure 14a) for the C=X⋯C=O interaction studies in amides (X=O) and thioamides (X=S). Their results indicated that the change from X=O to X=S is likely to increase ligand affinity due to enhanced n→π* electronic delocalisation. It is of course well known that separate rotamers of thioamides can often be isolated.

In their 2013 report (Figure 14b), Raines et al. estimated that the stabilisation energy of the C=O⋯C=O interaction in 39 is at least 1.13 kJ mol⁻¹. Most remarkably, the C=S⋯C=S interaction in 42 was found to be three-fold stronger than the C=O⋯C=O interaction in 39. This finding is particularly useful for the process of lead optimization in medicinal chemistry, as the backbone thioamide insertion could stabilise protein structures. Subsequently, many other examples demonstrating the role of the n→π* interactions in proteins were reported by Raines et al.

9. Bicyclononane balances of Motherwell
Our own interest in this area arose as a consequence of a research programme to develop a novel approach to artificial “millipede” enzymes. At that time, we were very fortunate to have Miloslav Nič as a PhD student in our research group and his insight led to the introduction of the dibenzobicyclo[3.2.2.]nonane scaffold as a valuable template for comparison and ranking of Aryl⋯Z(Y) interactions, where Z and Y are various functional groups. Within this framework, which was inspired by the early studies of tribenzobicyclo[4.2.2.]decanes, functional groups Z and Y are attached to the central carbon atom of the 9,10-propano bridge (Figure 15). The latter is introduced to rigidize the aromatic base by excluding the possibility of “butterfly” motion typical for 9,10-dihydroanthracenes. Thus, the remaining mobile point is the central carbon of the propano bridge which oscillates like a pendulum, placing either Z or Y in close proximity of the benzene ring (Figure 16). Unlike the N-arylimide torsional balances, this framework can nevertheless tolerate a larger atom such as sulfur without steric impediment. Effectively, so much is the same on both sides of the exchange between the down (D) and up (U) alignments (Figure 15), that this molecular skeleton can operate as a perfect balance for quantitative comparison and ranking of π-interaction strengths.

Figure 15. A two-site conformational exchange in Motherwell balances. Down and up alignments of the more electronegative substituent Z are used to distinguish two conformers as “D” and “U”, respectively.

It should be noted that in contrast to conformationally more heterogeneous frameworks such as Wilcox balances, the two Z and Y substituents are restricted to adopt unique orientations towards the aromatic ring in bicyclononanes (Figure 15), since excluded are those Aryl⋯Z(Y) interaction geometries in which the balance backbone on the Aryl side is significantly modified.
to afford a stronger noncovalent bond. As the conformational equilibrium between D and U forms is fast in the NMR chemical shift timescale, the observed averaged vicinal coupling constants of the aliphatic protons of the bicyclononane fragment were used for quantitative analysis. From $\overline{J} = J^D p_D + J^U p_U$, where $J^D$ and $J^U$ are the boundary $J$ couplings in D and U sites and $\overline{J}$ is the observed averaged $J$ coupling, the populations of conformers ($p_D$ and $p_U=1-p_D$) can be determined. In order to determine $J^D$ and $J^U$, variable temperature measurements were necessary. In addition, measurements in different solvents were carried out. Other coupling constants, such as long-range couplings between protons and vicinal couplings between $^{13}$C and $^1$H nuclei, were also used to establish the preferred orientation of, for example, the hydroxyl group above the aromatic ring.\textsuperscript{[26b]}

By systematic variations of Z and Y (Figure 15) and measurements of the conformer populations, valuable insights into the comparative strengths of noncovalent interactions can be acquired. It is essential to acknowledge that this cyclic scaffold is a top pan or seesaw balance (as opposed to a torsion balance), since the Aryl···Z interaction of one aromatic ring is being evaluated against the Aryl···Y interaction of the other.

Our initial studies used the simple tertiary alcohol ($Z=\text{OH}$, $Y=\text{Me}$) in a variety of solvents and revealed that the expected $\pi$-facial intramolecular hydrogen bond to the aromatic ring could compete effectively with Solute···Solvent interactions (Table 1), even in solvents known as hydrogen bond acceptors (e.g., in pyridine). Moreover, an introduction of a fluorine atom instead of the hydroxyl group ($Z=\text{F}$, $Y=\text{Me}$) allowed a direct comparison to be made (Table 1) and demonstrated the essentially solvophobic nature of this functional group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>$Z=\text{OH}, Y=\text{Me}$\textsuperscript{[26c]}</th>
<th>$Z=\text{F}, Y=\text{Me}$\textsuperscript{[26a]}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDCl\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{6}D\textsubscript{6}</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD\textsubscript{3}CN</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD\textsubscript{3}OD</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Py-d\textsubscript{5}</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO-d\textsubscript{6}</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As only a few groups have studied alkene $\pi$-interactions,\textsuperscript{[11,35]} we have used the inherent symmetry of the bridged bicyclic system to design a modified balance for comparison of the
interactions of alkenes and arenes. The “alkene versus arene” measurements were carried out using the basic framework of the balances shown in Figure 16 which can be used to form double mutant cycles.

Thus, as demonstrated in Figure 17, the systematic variation of the counterbalancing Y substituent then leads to four internally consistent measurements of the OH⋯Arene interaction strength relative to that of the OH⋯Alkene pair through the use of a triple mutant cycle. The results showed that a π-facial hydrogen bond OH⋯Arene is preferred by ~1.2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) compared to the OH⋯Alkene interaction. To our initial surprise, the strongest interactions with both the aromatic ring and the double bond were observed for the cyano group. A correlation was observed between the stabilisation energy and the charge of the C\(^{\alpha}\) atom in substituents CH\(_2\)CH\(_3\), CH=CH\(_2\), C≡CH and C≡N, indicating to the importance of the electrostatic component in their π-interactions.
Figure 17. Experimental free energy differences in methanol (in kJ mol\(^{-1}\)). The \(\Delta\Delta G\) values in for OH···Arene and OH···Alkene interactions are shown on the red edges. The unfavourable Y···Alkene interactions relative to Y···Arene interactions are shown in blue with those for the CH\(_3\) group (4.5±0.1 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) being significantly higher than for the C≡CH group (2.5 ±0.1 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)). The (CH\(_3\))-to-(C≡CH) replacement is favoured (shown in black), both for Y···Arene (by 4.4±0.3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) and Y···Alkene (by 6.4±0.3 mol\(^{-1}\)) pairs.

In a similar fashion, replacement of one of the aromatic rings in the bicyclononane balance by an aromatic heterocycle allowed to compare and rank the interactions of a hydroxyl group with benzene, pyrazine and quinoxaline rings (Figure 18).\(^{[26d]}\)

Figure 18. Molecular balances used to characterise noncovalent interactions of a hydroxyl group with carbo- and heteroaromatic rings (Y = CH\(_3\), CH\(_2\)CH\(_3\), CH=CH\(_2\), C≡CH or C≡N).

The results revealed that the noncovalent OH···Pyrazine and OH···Quinoxaline interactions include a strong LP···Heteroarene interaction (relative to LP···Arene pair) which is very nearly solvent independent. Analogs of 48 and 49, where both the Y and OH groups are replaced with fluorine atoms, were also considered and it was found that both the F···Pyrazine and F···Quinoxaline interactions are favoured over the F···Benzene interaction. Remarkably,
model 51 with Y = CCH showed a strong C≡CH···Quinoxaline attraction, which was found to significantly outweigh the competing OH···Arene interaction in 51.

The advantages of the bicyclo[3.2.2.]nonane scaffold were further demonstrated in a comparative study of O···π and S···π noncovalent interactions (Figure 19).[26c]

![Figure 19](image_url)

**Figure 19.** Molecular balances 52 – 65 used in studies of O···π and S···π interactions. The structure of the preferred conformer is shown in each case.

From a quantitative comparative analysis of $\Delta G^\circ$ values, as well as $\Delta\Delta G^\circ$ values obtained from pairwise comparisons, it was revealed that the relative energies of O···Alkene, O···Arene, O···Quinoxaline and O···Pyrazine interactions (listed in the order of increasing strength) span over 7.7 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (8.1 kJ mol$^{-1}$ from DFT calculations). The corresponding energy band for S···Arene, S···Quinoxaline, S···Pyrazine, and S···Alkene interactions (also listed in the order of increasing strength) was only 1.7 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (3.0 kJ mol$^{-1}$ from DFT calculations).[26c] Based on these results, the sulfur atom was referred to as an “atomic chameleon”, since it can interact...
nearly equally with arene, heteroarene and alkene fragments, regardless how poor or rich their π-electron densities are. Such a behaviour of the sulfur atom was attributed to its significantly higher polarisability compared to oxygen, as well as to the availability of vacant orbitals. From the analysis of the available data for the oxygen atom, it was deduced that the electrostatic component may prevail in their interactions with π systems. Similar to the interaction observed for a pair of methane molecules, additional H···H interactions were also identified between hydrogen atoms of the propano bridge CH₂ groups and those of either the SCH₂ (in 62 and 63) or OCH₃ groups (in 64 and 65).

10. Other balances

In addition to the molecular balances considered above, there have been reports describing other balances, although they have not been used as widely as those considered in previous sections. Based on the aforementioned bicyclo[4.2.2] skeleton, Yamada et al. developed a molecular seesaw balance to study Aryl···Pyridinium interactions. Similar to balances of Motherwell, a two-site fast exchange (in the NMR timescale) between conformers A and B (Figure 20) was analysed using NMR J couplings and the preference of conformer A was established.

![Figure 20](image)

**Figure 20.** A seesaw balance of Yamada et al. Vicinal 3JHH couplings of protons H₁,H₂ and H₁,H₃ were used for estimating populations of conformer A and B.

A diphenylacetylene molecular balance was presented by Hamilton et al. for establishing the dependence of the hydrogen bond strength on the para-R¹/R² substitutions (Figure 21) and for delineating the stereoelectronic components of the interaction.
Figure 21. A molecular balance of Hamilton et al.\cite{40} with two donors competing for a single acceptor. Various combinations were considered, where $R^1 = H, \text{NMe}_2, \text{OMe}$ and $R^2 = H, \text{Cl}, \text{NO}_2$.

Lypson and Wilcox reported a new molecular balance for the assessment of pairwise amino acid interactions in antiparallel $\beta$-sheets (Figure 22).\cite{41} They aimed at optimising the mutual arrangement of the amino acid chains attached to aromatic rings in order to control hydrogen bond formation, although the molecular balance considered is relatively complex in terms of a large number of conformations it could potentially adopt. Furthermore, as previously emphasised, molecular balances with a relatively large number of highly polar bonds are likely to display additional noncovalent interactions, which are difficult to account for fully, especially in solution.

Figure 22. An example of a $\beta$-turn molecular balance of Lypson and Wilcox.\cite{41} Optimised geometries using the MMX force field\cite{19a,b} for a single molecule in vacuo are shown.

Cornago et al.\cite{42} reported experimental and theoretical studies of molecular balances based on pyrazoles, which could exist in two different tautomeric forms (Figure 23). This ingenious use of tautomeric equilibria is certainly deserving of future applications in molecular balance design.
Finally, other model systems have also been described in the literature which were designed for studies of noncovalent interactions in such a specific area as DNA replication.\textsuperscript{[43]} These are usually not referred to as “molecular balances”, though to a certain degree they can be considered as such. For example, Eric Kool and coworkers have carried out extensive studies aimed at establishing the reasons behind the stability of the DNA double helix by the replacement of the Watson–Crick base-pairs with other “base” molecules. Specifically, a DNA duplex (5´-dXCGCGCG)\textsubscript{2} was considered in one of their most cited reports,\textsuperscript{[43b]} where X is an unpaired deoxynucleoside with a varying aromatic “base”, in order to study the forces stabilising aromatic stacking in an aqueous solution. It was found that adding a residue X can additionally stabilise the duplex by up to -14.2 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1} when the aromatic “base” in X is either pyrene or 5-nitroindole.\textsuperscript{[43b]} To a certain degree, the DNA model duplexes of Kool \textit{et al}. could be considered as molecular balances, though such relatively large molecules can potentially exhibit higher levels of both the conformational and tautomeric freedom in solution making them rather complex systems in terms of an unambiguous separation of distinct noncovalent contributions to the structural stabilisation.

11. Conclusions

In summary, the foregoing overview has hopefully indicated that a very considerable body of quantitative data into the strength of noncovalent interactions in a wide variety of solvents can be gained through the scrupulous design of synthetic molecular balances. In addition, as we, and others, have noted, it is also possible to discover new and powerful ones. It is also significant to note that measurements of a single noncovalent interaction made using different molecular balances often converge to the same answer.
However, in the course of preparing this review, it has certainly become apparent that it is extremely difficult to “dissect out” a single noncovalent interaction for study. Even simple model molecules can show a multiplicity of intramolecular noncovalent interactions acting in a combined fashion, such as the well-known Wilcox balance (Figure 3)\textsuperscript{[14]} or our own balance showing additional H···H interactions.\textsuperscript{[26e]} It is therefore essential to undertake a comprehensive computational analysis (as opposed to the back-of-the-envelope drawings!) in order to identify all possible noncovalent interactions in a selected molecular balance prior to a quantitative experimental assessment of the strength of a particular noncovalent interaction.

The computational analysis which we presented in Figure 3 for the optimised geometries of the folded and unfolded conformers of the Wilcox balance is qualitative and relies on the assumption that the shorter the distance for the noncovalent pair considered the stronger the corresponding interaction is. It nevertheless reveals important close contacts overlooked previously, thus allowing us to avoid erroneous assignment of relatively strong noncovalent interactions defining the preferred geometries of folded and unfolded conformers. In future work, advanced theoretical approaches which have been developed in recent years should certainly be employed and could ultimately provide much-needed energy partitioning and quantitative characterisation of the relative strengths of noncovalent interactions in molecular balances, thus providing an improved approach for their design. A method known as Interacting Quantum Atoms is promising in this regard, as it allows to partition the total energy into intra- and interatomic terms.\textsuperscript{[44a]} This method has already been applied successfully by Popelier \textit{et al.} for gaining insight into the fluorine gauche effect,\textsuperscript{[44b]} the rotational barrier in biphenyl\textsuperscript{[44c]} and other problems.\textsuperscript{[18d,44d,e]} In passing, it is of interest to note that their statement viz. "Much chemical insight ultimately comes down to finding out which fragment of a total system behaves like the total system, in terms of an energy profile"\textsuperscript{[44d]} is also pertinent to molecular balances, since they are designed to dissect out a single noncovalent interaction defining the behaviour of the molecule as a whole.

In addition to the need for perceptive computational techniques when using a molecular balance, there are also experimental approaches which should be adopted wherever possible. The creation of a double or triple mutant cycle for example,\textsuperscript{[5c]} can be successfully applied for dissecting individual noncovalent forces from the range of weak interactions present in a molecule (see, for example, Figure 17 above). Another approach lies in careful systematic structural modification of the molecular framework (i.e. introduce “control balances”)\textsuperscript{[25j]} in
order to remove or modify a particular interaction. Certain assumptions have to be made in such cases, e.g., it is assumed that the geometry of the molecular framework does not undergo significant changes on replacing one fragment with another. While some of these assumptions are justifiable, nonetheless some verification must be provided. For example, a replacement of an aromatic ring with a double bond in a control balance may not lead to a removal of intramolecular Substituent···π interactions, as it was assumed by Shimizu et al.,[25] since the interactions of the π(Aromatic) fragment in the main molecular balance are replaced by those of the π(Olefinic) fragment, as shown by us previously.[26]

The overview of molecular balances presented above indicates to the abundance of CH···π interactions. They are virtually impossible to avoid! As we have shown previously,[26] in top pan or seesaw balances it is often the balance between the Heteroatom···π and CH···π interactions that needs to be analysed. Yet very often the importance of these CH···π interactions are overlooked, while their very large numbers in organic and bioorganic species, rather than their individual relative strengths, may become a more decisive factor than an isolated Heteroatom···π or Polar···π interaction in determining the overall geometry of the preferred conformer. As a well-known example, highly accurate computational studies of intermolecular noncovalent interactions in a benzene dimer have revealed that, in comparison to the stacked sandwich geometry, the virtually isoenergetic parallel-displaced and T-shaped geometries provide the most stable arrangements, and both of these provide optimum geometries for CH···π close contacts.[45]

Finally, on the matter of the precision of the language used, it is a tribute to the influence of Wilcox that the words “torsion” and “molecular balance“ seem to have become inextricably linked and, in consequence, even our own top pan or seesaw balance has been referred to in these terms. In similar fashion, there are authors who use a top pan molecular balance in their graphical abstract, even although their work involves a torsion balance! As emphasised by Mati and Cockroft,[16] it is easier to interpret the free energy differences between conformers in their ground state as in the top pan molecular balance than it is in the case of the barrier to rotation around a single bond which measures the free energy difference between the ground and transition states.

Many exciting opportunities certainly exist for the design of further new balances to quantify and dissect the relative strengths of noncovalent interactions as a function of solvation and the importance of the many factors which contribute to overall molecular recognition. Although
this approach is only one of many within a vastly multidisciplinary field of research, both the scrupulous experiments and rigorous computations are likely to converge into a single consistent approach as to how each type of interaction can be neatly dissected and quantified. By measuring a single isolated noncovalent interaction using a molecular balance in a quantitative way, the library of data obtained is hopefully paving the way for improved theoretical methods in areas such as solvation, and even more so, for the ultimate ability to predict the exact nature of a molecular recognition event which can involve several noncovalent interactions, as in drug design, organocatalysis or enzyme substrate binding and transition state stabilisation.
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